Pitch Book
Cherry Man Maraschino Cherries Redesign
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Redesign Plan
In 1908 the idea of Cherry Man Cherries first was born on the unpaved streets of Portland Oregon, since then they have
become the world’s largest maraschino cherry producer. After providing customers with quality products for over onehundred years, it was apparent to me that it was time to supply customers with a higher quality design and packaging.
The product “Cherry Man Jumbo Maraschino Cherries” was in need of a complete package redesign. The observation that
led me to coming to that conclusion was my analysis of the targeted audience for this product. I detected that the original
packaging appealed to and targeted mainly children through its immature, and youthful appearance. However, after
researching and analyzing the product myself, I was able to determine that the audience this company/product should
actually be targeting is older women (see media mark numbers below).

Target Audience:

Largest Media Mark Numbers for Canned or Jarred Fruit Used in the Last 30 Days (Heavily 7+):
Women: 103
Age 65+: 117
After determining a more accurate target audience I developed a redesign plan that involved transforming the product’s
packaging into one with a more mature and home-style feel. I realized that to create this effect, I would have to redesign
every visual element of the product’s packaging, including the brand logo, which I will go into further detail on the Logo
portion of this book. In my plan I specified the use of a fabric cloth covering for the lid portion of the packaging to give the
product a home-made feel. I also determined a color scheme and font selections to use in the design to create the feel I was
aiming for (further detail to come).
By making the packaging more mature and “homey” my target audience will be able to relate more with the branding,
respect the brand, and appeal more to the design. In addition, the new packaging appears more “high-end” than the
previous and is also more universal, so although it does appeal to my target audience, it does not alienate them and will
therefore increase sales.
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Final Packaging Redesign
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Logo
As previously mentioned, I knew that to have the true effect of a completely re-targeted and redesigned product, I would
have to update the brand logo as well. In that sense, this project transformed into not simply a product redesign, but an
overall brand redesign.
Due to the childish and immature theme of the original logo (which matched the original packing), I made the decision
to take the brand awareness risk of adapting the logo to fit the new feel of the product and brand knowing that it would
produce significant returns in the long run. Although there was not much I could salvage from the original logo, I did my
best to stay consistent by continuing the idea of using a purely textual logo with an assisting brand icon. To transform the
textual logo into one with a more mature feel I chose a more elegant text, Marck Script, for the task. I then continued the
brands choice in creating an icon to associate with the brand, however I went with a more elegant and simplistic tactic by
using an icon rather than their original cherry cartoon figure. Although the textual logo can be used for any size necessary
(from billboards to business cards), it is recommended that the associated icon only be used in small formats, such as on
packaging and Cherry Man stationary. See the finalized logo in and associated icon in color and black and white to the
right.

Cherry Man

Cherry Man
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Color Scheme
For the newly developed design for “Cherry Man’s” cherry
products, I decided on using a color scheme developed
of neutral earth tones with the vibrant cherry red as an
accent color. By ridding the design of the blue that was
previously used in the color scheme, I was able to limit
the amount of vibrant colors used and therefor keep the
design consistently classy and not overbearing. However,
by continuing with the use of bright red I was able to
preserve a small portion of their previous branding
while also continuing to portray the iconic color of the
maraschino cherry.

Cherry Red
Hex: #AB1F24
RGB: 172, 31, 36
CMYK: 22, 100, 99, 15
Pantone: 7621 C

Through the use of earth tones I was able to implement
a natural, home-style, and real aspect to the product. A
product that emanates this feel is more likely to be trusted
by our target audience (older women) than a product
design such as the previous one which unconsciously
radiates a more processed ambiance.

Khaki Brown
Hex: #AB1F24
RGB: 172, 31, 36
CMYK: 38, 42, 55, 6
Pantone: 7530 C

Antique White
Hex: #AB1F24
RGB: 172, 31, 36
CMYK: 3, 7, 15, 0
Pantone: 7527 C
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Font Selection
As I briefly discussed in the redesign plan, I chose to
re-create the logo for this products redesign due to
the previous logo’s use of a bubbly dramatic font that
appealed mainly to children (a target audience that we
were no longer targeting with this new redesign plan). As
I redesigned this logo I decided to continue the brands
choice of having a purely textual logo, but changed
the font to a more elegant style with the font choice
“Marck Script.” Through the use of this elegant, almost
handwritten looking font we were able to achieve a
classier, more home-style appearance right away just with
the simplistic logo adaption.
The other fonts used in relation with the “Cherry Man”
brand include “Josefin Sans Bold” and “Josefin Sans
Regular.” The Boldened font was chosen for any headings
or sub-headings other than the logo itself that need to be
emphasized. The Regular font will be used for any other
body text. The reasoning behind this font selection is due
to the clean and classy look of the san serif text that will
allow for visually appeal and ease of reading for more
dense areas of textual content.

Marck Script
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_

Josefin Sans Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_

Josefin Sans Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_
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Photography
Original Packaging
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Advertisement
After conducting some research on where my target audience resides in the advertisement world, I found that “TV is
increasingly for the old, and the Internet is for the young, according to new research by media analyst Michael Nathanson
of Moffett Nathanson Research... Audiences for the major broadcast network shows are much older and aging even faster,
with a median age of 53.9 years old, up 7 percent from four years ago,” as reported by the Washington Post (Kang, 2014).
This proves to me that by advertising via television I will be reaching the older demographic that I am targeting.
Advertisement Name: The Life of a Cherry Man Cherry
Close up hyper lapse
shot of a cherry
growing on a tree at
a farm.

Audio:
SFX: “OLD-TIMEY”
INSTRUMENTAL
UPBEAT MUSIC
PLAYING
THROUGHOUT
COMMERCIAL,
SONG “IN THE
MOOD” BY
GLENN MILLER.

Close up shot of jar
being picked up and
put into a grocery
cart at the grocery
store, only the hand
is shown but it is
apparent that it is
the hand of an older
woman.

Close up shot of the
same cherry being
picked from the tree
by a hand (apparent
that it is an old man
hand) and being
put into a basket of
cherries.

Camera slowly zooms
out from a close up
of the cherry on an
ice cream sundae
and pans with an old
woman holding the
sundae as she smiles
and sets it in front of
her grandson.

Close up shot
showing the same
cherry being put into
its packaging and
continuing on its
journey.

The screen darkens
and the Cherry
Man logo appears
centered in the screen
along with the text,
“Cherries grown near
you, for you.”

SFX: MUSIC
FADES OUT.

Cherry Man
Cherries
Grown near you, for you.
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